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IBM Certified Advanced System Administrator Certification exam is also known as Creating IBM Lotus Notes and Domino
8.5 Applications with Xpages and Advanced Techniques exam. With the updated C2040-986 exam questions and answers,
TestsLeader has assembled to take you through 116 Q&As to prepare you for your C2040-986 Exam. In the C2040-986 exam
dumps, you will cover all the essentials of IBM Certified Advanced System Administrator C2040-986 exam, which will make you
successful in C2040-986 IBM Analytics Exam.
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Latest and Most Accurate IBM C2040-986 Exam Dumps:
Question: 1
What best describes a theme for an XPage application?
A. A theme is a collection of JavaScript resource files that are used to implement the user interface.
B. All of the above can be included in themes.
C. A theme is a collection of Dojo modules that are used for the XPages application.
D. A theme is a collection of CSS files.
Answer: B
Question: 2
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Linda would like to have a navigator pane for her XPages application.
What would be the best way to implement this pane?
A. She has to build the navigator by using a Notes view with documents defining each link in her navigator. She then integrates that
view in each XPage that her application needs.
B. She puts the links for her navigation together by building a custom control and can use that for every page that she needs.
C. She downloads and installs a JavaScript library for a menu.
D. Unfortunately, there is no simple way to do it. so she has to build it on every XPage.
Answer: B
Question: 3
Barney imports a WSDL file into a LotusScript script library, which generates code to call the Web service methods defined by the
WSDL file.
Where can he use this script library?
A. Anywhere that LotusScript can be used
B. Only in agents
C. Only in agents and form or view actions
D. Only in agents that run on the server
Answer: A
Question: 4
Nancy is creating a Web application and she needs anonymous users to be able to read content and create certain documents.
What does Nancy need to do?
A. Nancy needs to create an Anonymous entry to the ACL with access set to Author. Then, using @Formula she needs to validate if
a document is being created by an Anonymous user.
B. Nancy needs to create an Anonymous entry to the ACL with access set to reader and the option ?Write public documents?. She
also needs to make the forms Available to Public Access users.
C. Anonymous must be set to Author in the ACL and forms must be blocked to Anonymous users.
D. Anonymous users cannot create documents if the ACL is set to Reader.
Answer: B
Question: 5
Joy wants to implement single sign-on for her Lotus Domino Web applications.
What does she need to do?
A. Ensure that all servers are using the same certificate authority.
B. Enable ?use Single Sign-on? in the database properties.
C. Encode the Single Sign-On form in each database.
D. Update the ?Session authentication? field in the server's configuration document.
Answer: D
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Question: 6
Marge wants to track user preference information while users navigate through her Web site, but does not want to require users to
authenticate when accessing the site.
Which of the following should she use to track the user information?
A. The users must authenticate
B. Servlets
C. User profile documents
D. Cookies
Answer: D
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